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ABSTRACT

To obtain the maximal formant frequency variations for minimal
area function deformations, the deformations of the acoustic
tube must be anti-symmetrical in case of a closed-open tube
(anti-symmetrical structure) and symmetrical in case of a
closed-closed tube (symmetrical structure). It means that, in the
first case, a front constriction is associated with a back cavity
and vice-versa, in the second case, a central constriction is
associated with 2 lateral cavities. Thus, in the first case, the
optimal solutions are obtained when the length of the pharynx
cavity is equal to the length of the mouth cavity. The vowel
triangle, the main places of articulation for vowels and
consonants are automatically derived from this deductive
approach. Nevertheless, several questions are arisen:
1) Which strategy can be used to pass from the anti-symmetrical
to the symmetrical configuration and vice-versa?
2) The optimal acoustic solutions correspond to the male
speaker production. Thus, how to explain the configurations
with small pharynx cavity such as female or child vocal tract?
3) How to simulate vowel production with advance tongue root
(ATR) ?
Results of simulation for these situations show how to deform
an uniform tube to produce different formant variations. The
linearity and orthogonality of the relation between the area
function deformation and the resulting acoustic F-pattern are
pointed out.

1. INTRODUCTION

Attempts to explain speech production data often suffer from
circularity. That is, the classification of data tends to be purely
descriptive without shedding light on the processes that give rise
to them. In criticizing the data-based approach, Lindblom [1]
favors, instead, the use of substance-based approaches. A
substance-based approach is developed in the paper from
general criteria to build a ‘good’ communication device. Two
main criteria are firstly considered:
• Acoustic Contrast: The maximization of the acoustic

contrast of the sounds produced in order to have a good
signal-to noise ratio. The spectral peaks (formants) having
maximum energy are retained as acoustic parameters;

• Least Effort: this refers to the efficiency of the articulatory-
acoustic relations. The use of an efficiency criterion
corresponds to increase the role of the dynamics;

An algorithm to automatically and efficiently deform the area
function of an acoustic tube in order to increase or decrease the
frequency of a formant or a combination of several formants has
been proposed elsewhere by Carré et al. [2, 3]. The deformation

of the tube is minimum for maximum acoustic variation because
of the use of the sensitivity function [4]. The area function A(n)
of the tube is iteratively deformed according to equation (1).
SFn is the sensitivity function of the acoustic tube with a
specific shape and for the formant n. At step i, the formant Fn
has reached its maximum possible value.

(1) Step 1: For 0<n<18, A1(n)=A0(n) [1+k(n).S0Fn(n)]
Step 2: For 0<n<18, A2(n)=A1(n) [1+k(n).S1Fn(n)]
… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … ..
Step i: For 0<n<18, Ai(n)=A i-1(n) [1+k(n).Si-1Fn(n)]

As an example, figure 1 shows the automatic evolution of the
area function of the tube from a closed-open neutral
configuration, for increasing and decreasing F2.
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Figure 1: With a closed-open tube, anti-symmetrical area
deformation:
a) for an increase of F2 and b) for a decrease of F2.
Four regions are automatically obtained.

Four main regions naturally emerge which are not of equal
length. A back constriction is associated with a front cavity, and,
a front constriction is associated with a back cavity; thus a
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pharynx cavity is automatically obtained. An anti-symmetrical
deformation is obtained that corresponds to the anti-symmetry
of the tube (closed-open). Symmetry in the vocal tract was
already discussed by Öhman and Zetterlund [5]. Figure 2 shows
the corresponding formant evolutions in the time domain and in
the F1-F2 plane.
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Figure 2: a) Formant evolution in the time domain and b)
formant trajectories in the F1-F2 plane
They correspond to the deformations showed in figure 1.

If, however, the initial configuration is a tube closed at both
ends (i.e. closed-closed), a central constriction is automatically
obtained associated with two lateral cavities (figure 3). The
deformation is symmetrical corresponding to the symmetry of
the tube (closed-closed).
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Figure 3: Symmetrical deformation of the area function for a
decrease of F2.

A summary of the main conclusions that may be drawn from the
above manipulations are as following [6]:

• The configurations obtained by using the maximum acoustic
contrast criterion correspond to those for the three vowels /a,
i, u/ of the vowel triangle;

• The deformation commands (or gestures) are simple (recti-
linear), limited in number (one for the making of a back
constriction is automatically associated with a front cavity
and vice-versa, as in human), and applied at specific places
called the distinctive regions. Fewer commands make for
smaller demands on the memory resources and the
processing;

• The tube, so-structured in regions, forms the basis of the
Distinctive Region Model (DRM) [7, 8]. Deformation
gestures and efficient places of deformation (the regions) are
thus deduced from the acoustic theory. Figure 4a shows the
structure of a 4-region model when two first formants are
taken into account;

• The region area deformations (or gestures) lead to
monotonic and pseudo-orthogonal formant variations (figure
4b and 4c);

• The places of vowel and consonant articulation correspond
to the regions as shown in figure 5 for a 8-region model
taking into account the three first formants.
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Figure 4: a) 4-region DRM model; b) Formant variations for an
increase of the corresponding area region; c) Formant variations
in the F1-F2 plane (orthogonal variations).
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Figure 5: 8-region DRM model with the vowel and the
consonant places of articulation.



2. ANTI-SYMMETRICAL TO SYMMETRICAL
CONFIGURATION

When the closed-open DRM model (slightly modified to take
into account the fixed larynx cavity) is used with anti-
symmetrical, transversal command (perpendicular to the main
axis) (figure 6), rectilinear [ai] trajectory is obtained as shown in
figure 8.
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Figure 6: Anti-symmetrical command in  case of a closed-open
model. The commands are transversal or perpendicular to the
main axis.

Which strategy can be used to pass from closed-open (anti-
symmetrical behavior) to closed-closed (symmetrical behavior)
configuration? Two extreme strategies are shown in figure 7 to
produce [Αυ]: a) with transversal command, or b) with
longitudinal displacement of the constriction (from back to
central). The two corresponding [Αυ] trajectories, shown in
figure 8, are more or less the same and the vowels [o] and [�]
can be reached in using any strategy. In the data reported in [9]
it is clear that the longitudinal strategy was used by the speakers.
In the case of [iu] production, the results, not reported here,
show two different formant trajectories, the one corresponding
to the longitudinal strategy giving a rectilinear one. Our results
correspond to the model of the displacement of the constriction
proposed by Gunnilstam [10] from vowel X-ray data, i.e.,
transversal between [a] and [i], and longitudinal between [a] and
[u], and [i] and [u].
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Figure 7: [Αυ] production with two strategies: a) transversal; b)
longitudinal. [Α] is obtained with a closed-open anti-
symmetrical model and [u] is obtained with a closed-closed
symmetrical model.
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Figure 8: Formant trajectories in the F1-F2 plane which are
obtained with the DRM model according to the strategies shown
in figure 6 and 7.

3. ASYMMETRICAL CONFIGURATIONS

Two asymmetrical configurations were studied in the case of [ai]
production:
• the first one with different variations of the length of the

larynx cavity (-2, -1, 0, +1, +2 cm). 0 corresponds to a
strictly anti-symmetrical configuration. The total length of
the tube varied from 15.5 to 19.5 cm.

• The second one with different positions of the anti-
symmetrical axis (-2, -1, 0, +1, +2 cm). 0 corresponds to a
strictly anti-symmetrical configuration. The total length of
the tube is here constant and equal to 17.5 cm.

Female vocal tract is generally described with reduced pharynx
cavity length compared with male vocal tract which is generally
considered as strictly anti-symmetrical [11]. In figure 9, formant
trajectories in the F1-F2 plane for 2 reductions (-1 and -2  cm)
and 2 increases (+1 and +2 cm) of the length of the pharynx
cavity are represented in the case of [ai] production. It is clear
that these trajectories are not very different compared with the
strict anti-symmetrical situation (in bold). This difference as
well as the F0 difference can be used for sexual differentiation
[12].
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Figure 9: Formant trajectories for different pharynx lengths in
the case of [ai] production. In bold, the configuration is strictly
anti-symmetrical.
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Figure 10: Simulation of advance tongue root (ATR) by
increasing or decreasing the length of the pharynx cavity (-2, -1,
0, +1, +2 cm); the total length of the tube is constant.

When the preceding experiment is reproduced in keeping
constant the total length of the tube, it is expected that advanced
tongue root (ATR) situation [13] is reproduced. It is shown here
that decreasing or increasing the pharynx cavity length leads to
same formant variations. For [i], F2 decreases, for [Ε], no
variation as expected, and for [a], F1 decreases. The results can
explain data reported in [13].
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